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I------------------NOTICE------------------

AiiSTKAUT

♦
Using tne algebra of the axial vector current which is

0
defined as a source for the pion field, we study thetf-* decay 

rate and the Adler anomaly. Our treatment is identical with the 

one previously applied to the other interactions which are men

tioned in the text. It consists of expressing the reduction 

formula in terms of the above current and evaluating it directly 

on the mass-shell. In the process, we have a set of intermediate 

states from which we choose the one and two-mesons states. The 37t 

continuum is taken into a c c o u n t , effectively by a pion isobar 

Hence the amplitude is expressed in terms of the parameters of 

the?, w  , and K* and a coefficient P which represents the momertM 

dependence of the coupling constants of these mesons, at the fly 

vertex. A feature of our method is that it does not explicitly 

depend on the anomaly operator. However, by writing our current 

in terms of the modified PCAC operator, the 7C°lifetimu is linked 

with the anomaly, via these meson data and two unknown parameters,'
I

in addition the ft , which represent the If contributions in t::e 

lifetime and the chlral symmetry breaking terms underlying tue 

PCAO relation. »'e j;ive the most economical combinations of these 

parameters for obtaining the observed lifetime in accord with 

the anomaly giv<»n by either of the existing nuark theoretic.il 

models, we find that, unlike in the i’CAC application, v.e car. 

reach this objective by our current approach without the need for 

the It field in the chxral symmetry breaking terms.



I . INTRODUCTION

The calculation of the .decay rate of the real K?»2T has been 

an interesting problem for the test of various formalisms in 

elementary particles. Several treatments have been used and thsir 

result have been analysed. A well known one is the interaction 

lagrangian for the first-order Feynman graph consisting of a 

closed proton-antiproton loop1 . An other method is basod on the

vector dominance assumption (VMD) in which + u> followed by
2

y  andoj-*Tf . A refined VMD model exists on the basis of the 

light-cone dominated mass dispersion relation^. Finally we have 

the current algebra based on the PCAC relation which yields zero 

for the above decay amplitude, unless it is modified by the ano

maly operator which Adler has found from the perturbation theory 

in the presence of the electromagnetism4 . Yet this modified PCAC 

gives a If lifetime which is one order of magnitude smaller than 

the observed one. Adler has, therefore, defined the anomaly ope

rator such that the n° amplitude is found proportional to the ano

maly parameter, S, which is in turn related to the hadron internal 

charges. Accordingly the observed data give S =0.44 close to i 

which is obtained from the recently developed quark schemes^, but 

in disagreement with S given by the original quark model based 

on the fractional charge. This conflict has naturally revived the

argunent concerning the validity of the PCAC smoothness assumption.
o

In order to obtain the TX lifetime in accord with the fractional 

charge quark, while retaining the PCAU features, Drell has intro

duced the TC field (a pion isobar representing the 31V continum) in

3

the modified POAC operator®. Other authors, focussing on the 

smoothness problem, have introduced the TC pion in the off-shell 

ir° amplitude which then is extrapolated to the physical one, by 

the Fubini-Furlan technique7 . This approach which requires a 

relatively small extrapolation, also faval's S s ■£, unless the 

field is included in the modified PCAC operator, as in ref (6). 

In view Of the important connection which has been developed 

between the iT° lifetime and various quark models, and mindful of 

the general weakness of the PCAC smoothness assumption, we wish 

to study this decay with a method which avoids extrapolation and 

does not explicitly depend on the anomaly.

Our treatment, in part M, is based on the already known 

algebra of the axial current which is generally defined as the 

pion 8ourciv and is given as

Here Jl is the usual axial current satisfying the PC&C relation. 

du t ? = C  m  , so that du J u=  C (m*+ <}*) . k l a o c . n  and

are the decay constant, sass, and the field component associated 

to the symmetry index a. The algebra of this current is based on
Q

the linearo--model Lagrangian for the canonical fields . The 

vector current j' is the 3ame one which appears in the commu

tators of the current a“. This J current formalism has been success

fully used in the calculation of the Kp and KTf scattering lengths^*1C 

and for the study of the Kij form factors11. Here, by reducing

o
the pion and a photon we express the IT amplitude in terms of the 

commutators of the currents J vand V^, making use of the properties
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of these currents and the canonical rules. The terms which

finally appear in the amplitude are calculated via a set of

intermediate states from which the one and two-meson states

are taken into account, while the terns of the order of e ’ 

and smaller are neglected. The contribution of the 3Tf continum

is represented by the 7? pion. Thus the 1f* amplitude is expressed 

in terms of the parameters of the ̂  , to and 4> meson and the 

pion. In an Appendix we 3how that the momentum dependent terms 

in the coupling constants of these mesons, it ItV vertex, .ire 

also due to the 3TT continum in the intermediate states. Effecti

vely we take account of these terms by a coefficient p .  In part 

IT, we explain why our treatment does not directly depend on the 

?CaC anomaly. Howevur, by writing the current J in terms of the. 

modified FCAC relation4 ’®, er derive a sum rule for the Adler 

anomaly^while considering a chiral symmetry breaking term pro

portional to the Tt' field. Our expressions therefore depend on, 

in addition to ft , two unknown parameters which represent the 

contributions to the Jr° decay amplitude and to the anomaly 

parameter S. In part IV, we analyse our results and give the

most economical combinations of these parameters for which we
o

can obtain the 71 lifetime and the anomaly S m  agreement with 

either of the existing quark theoretical models.

(In)

Q t O

H  . CALCULATION OF THE ir!,2r LIF̂ TIii.2

a
The transition matrix element for the Tx^at decay may be 

written as

Tn o = T h  c 'r

T̂  J A  expl̂ -fr]̂  <r, r,c|©<v

making use of the reduction formalism. Here e m  + 6 “" t with
U

m being the pion mass, and V is the electromagnetic current 

operator in the SU(3) scheme,

(lc)

Also p is the 'pion momentum, while ( f , i )  and (k > C') are the 

momenta and polarization vectors of the two outgoing photons.

■Ye consider the pion source current j" as^

‘*xr%fr>-iJJlr> > °=,To 3 (ld)

where c anil ¥  are the pion decay constant and the field, respect

ively. For the JT°, eq(ld) and (lb) give

To obtain eqU'a) we have chosen the (T-model Lagrangian formalism 

in which V* is expressed in terns of the quark, scalar, .u:d 

pseudoscalar fields, ( Q  , cr , 4* ) , as



(2l>)

Such a current nnd the car.smcal confutation rules for the above 

fields, lead to

«(*,)j i ^ s » ^ « i ' s<v i 8#% » v<r«*)i-tf > fcr c- = 3 a n < / d '

and thus

K t 0<V»'o)[v'f>oJ $ m } .  .

By introducing a set of intermediate states in eq(^b) and 

dropping (air)4 $ . f? ) . we find

T ^ =  7 A  T f

rf* i c £  <r,t.e i vOixnifny j3" io> s3(r„-r) 
rn0-r0

t ^ = < c ' £  (r ,? .c|(?- fn)y3l,ln><n|V f>|0>S, (g >t h )  

n £ 0 + *<>

where is the 4-momentum of the intermediate states n. To

evaluate eq(3) we assume the pole dominance of the one and two-

mesons among the intermediate states, in the present decay. Consi

dering parity, gauge ir.variar.ce, and 3 U V /Ui; o , we find the 
i* ^

states n. For the V3 part of the V operator, in eq(3b) n repre

sents n mesonn (i.e. 37'’ continuum, or pion isobars), and 

which conniats of a §-aeson and a photon while in eq(3c), n 

denotes £ and Iff.V'X ?or the Vg part of the VM, on the other

7

(?c)

(?d)

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

hand, we have w and+mesons in eq(3c), and (<J>T') and (♦.Y/) 

in eq(3b). The two-particles intermediates ( the Z -graphs) 

are evaluated by an approximation, such aa

< 2 r i v / ‘ i ? , T ' > < y ' . 5 i  J3 i o > ^  O f i t f ' x o i v ^ i f x e i  ( 3 d )

12
The matrix elements which we require here, are

(^a)

/Yn <n  | V ^ 1 0 >  = + Cn

^  1 J3 *0 ^  = * ^ n t t ^  &  £o( %  £rwr

Hi, <» 1 Jj nf>- ‘ W V  «“p'r”£» %  v

where and henceforth n denotes ? , u> , and *t> meson) N’s are the 

normalization factors; while Cn and fcn are the vie cay constant 

and polarization for the particle n. Also C and ft are the sa.ni<
»

as C and P , but for the tf pion. The coupling constants,;. depend
tT tt

on the momentum transfer squared,

£ . = ( /? - f )  , i * » and 7T (*U'1

By combining eqsllc), (4), (3), and (1) and su.ur.ing over spins 

of the states n, we find, in the rest frame of the decaying pion,

r= / v ^ V f r - r  k)
with

8



5*/? e‘̂ VW L  =  e c V I Is -T' n o  'o

a X )
r.0+ %

s c r ^ n

where N is the overall normalization factor, gn denotes 6nffy ,

+ ± 2 2 
In = m n ± m m n

i

Also M  represents the contribution of the pion isobars, and is 

obtained by replacing the parameters of the particle n by those 

of their pion, in eq(5b); i.e.,

*l'= M(cn-*c‘, rn+ r,, m-V;

, ' 
where m is the 1T mass.

o
The transition probability for the If decaying into two 

identical photons is found, as

is the direct contribution of the 7T pion,and we have used eq(A6)
+

of the Appendix in which y3̂ (tn) ore, on the average, taken as [j 

for all mesons n, in the range of t^- t~ to given by eq(5c)

This parameter Ji represents an indirect contribution of the pion 

isooar, which comes from the coupling constants In eq(6)

we have also

(5b)

and

(5c)

(5d)

(fin)

(6b)

9

a  = i  a . .  =  c t j .  = 4= (6c)

and tjj. is given by eq(5c) in which mn-*m'. Prom the vector mesons

15
data and work in ref(14) we have

Cn k (o)~  bn m n (6d)

with fcy =2-Se>±0-ll , & =  a.qs± 0.41 , and = - 6 . SS± 0 . 3 8  , 

in the m~'- t0£ unit; and = f .45  , mu = S .6  , = 8-5 , and C = o. C, 5,

To see the roles of the parameters P and fi we use these data 

ana compute the TT°lifetime from eq(6). we see that for F = /3r 0 ,

we get -If, -I
u = w  = o- //* to sec * SO el'** (7a)

, -z
entirely unacceptable; whereas for F = 0 and (3./? to-ol) 10 ,

we obtain ^

C 1. = ( 7.3 ± 0-9) eV, (7t)
ob

which is the latest observed ft°lifetime^. For a better under

standing of the effect of the ff contribution in our formalism we
0

will study below the connections among the K lifetime, the anomaly 

parameter, and the quark theoretical models.

10



HI . CONNECTION WITH THE PCAC ANOMALY

A feature of the on-ma3s-shell treatment is that it gives the
a

iecay rate of the physical 7f without the necessity of dealing 

explicitly with the PCAC anomaly- We first explain this point 

m d  then derive a sum rule for the anomaly parameter as follows.

1/e note that at the soft-pion limit pJro the reduction formula 

expressed in terms of the J current is equivalent with that written 

in terms of the usual axial current A. To keep this property in 

the presence of the electromagnetism, the two currents J and A 

must be modified by the same anomaly operator. Now the modified 

Bcac operator, for the neutral pion, may be written aa

2^A'“ = C m <f>3 + d„Rj (8a)

where the anomaly current operator is defined as

Here, the first term is the anomaly operator defined in ref(4), 

an3 the last term is due to a chiral symmetry breaking term 

introduced in ref(6). Also S is the Adler anomaly constant, and 

t^and V are,respectively, the photon and the if" aeson fields. 

According to definitions (8} and (Id) we can write

a  =  a  * ft 0 3  ^

l 4
*ziere J, is tne modified 3rd component of the octet current J"

* a
w.-.ich is given in ref (8). We have verified, that if 1/ nad 4  fiel.Js 

are canonical*7 using the definition (9) and thus changing j" to 

m  the previous part does not affect our result in eq(6).

11

nevertheless, by this change we can find a connection between 

the TC° lifetime given by eq(6) and the Adler anomaly, since by 

reducing only the pion in eq(la) and using eq(9), we can also 

have

7 =  ( i i p W - T - A K * r  i a X s i ° >  a c >c

The Adler anomaly for the physical picn can be found by evaluacir;*: 

the transition rate with this amplitude and definition (8), and 

comparing it with eq(6). This gives

5=-1fL % pm^ c« fco)+f'~F9 ]I*—• m„ J
(Uf»)

•I
in (mr«x) unit. Here

f " =  c ' m (  m  -  m * )  nib)

is due to the presence of the It field in the chiral symmetry 

breaking terns. The relative contributions of the parameters 

yj, P' , and F*, ir. eqs(6) and (11) are seen in Table 1. Assuming 

that the total contribution of the 7t in the amplitude (10) is 

represented »y the V  operator in the definition (8), and repeating
* n

the aboVv comparison, we find P -- F and

it t -1? 2jS (rn-A m*  )c 3„(°) ■ 
,»* __ W t1 n ' n r ,

n

U l  = )

12



IV . DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The essential feature of this formalism is that til particles

are kept on the aass-shell, and thus the soft-pion extrapolation

which troubles the PuAO approach is avoided. Moreover, as stated

earlier, the modification of the 3rd component of the FCAC operator

by the canonical operators, aa in eq9 (8 ), does not upset the
/

algebra of tne current J. It changes the Jj component to J^ given 

in eq(9), with no effect on the result in eq(6). Nevertheless, by 

having , we have linked the 7r°amplitude with the Adler anomaly 

S in terms of the vector mesons and rf' parameters. Note that fl 

parameter represents the 3JT continuum which is the only contri

buting source of the momentum dependent terms in the coupling 

constants 6n1fr . while F’givos the contribution of the same inter

mediate state in the 7f° amplitude. We recall that the if pion ig, 

at presen t# a device to account tor the 37f continuum in the inter

mediate states of the matrix elements of our current products. 

Nevertheless we have considered the possibility of existing such 

a field in the chiral breaking terms as done in ref(6), thereby f' 

has appeared m  our anomaly expression. We discuss our results in
* H

terms of fi, P , and P parameters in eqs(A6), (6b), and (lib), 

rather than in terms of the more numerous parameters of the jr pion. 

Generally all these three parameters may be present in our formulae, 

however, *o expect them to be small since the coupling constants 

gjj-cy are known to be slow varying functions of tR in the ran^e 

f!iven by eq(^c), anS the 31V continuum is a second order correction 

in the 7t°amplitude.

We see in Table I that the attractive solutions of eqs(6 )

13

and (11) are generally obtained with small variations of any pair 

of the parameters fl , P,' and F * , and indeed we can have either

r ’= 7.8 - 9-i ev
U-’a)

S - - a - 2

in agreement with the integral charge quark schemes, or 

r"'= 7-8-9-1 e V
(12b)

in accord with the fractional charge quark model. Note that by

assuming a complete smothness of the meson coupling constants,

i.e. fi-= 0 , we require an undesirably large P in the ̂ amplitude.
t ft

On the other hand with the assumption that leads to F = F and

eq(llc), and/}=(3.16- 3.45)10-2 and F= (0- 1.7)10-2, eqs(6) and

(11) give either of solutions (l?a) and (12b).

Vfe conclude therefore that the current algobra with the or.-

mass-shell mesons can successfully be used fcr the evaluation of

the 7t° lifetime and the Adler anomaly in terms of the parameters

of the vector mesons dominant in the decay. Koreover, we see, that

unlike in the case of the PCAC formalism, in this current approach

it is possible to obtain the 1i lifetime in accord with the existing
t

quark theoretical models, without the need of the K field m  the 

chiral symmetry breaking terms. In this case, the contributions oi 

the 3jt' continuum to the vector me3on coupling constants and to t:.e 

7 aaplitJde must oe taken into account.

14



x-1 s» 1/2 1/6____

eV 6 o> F" -£1_

0 -19.0 -0.18 -18.8 1.5

7.S 3.17 - 0 . 1 & -o.ik

3.19 0 -0.18 0 1.5

_ 3.45 . J . 5 1 .5  _

0 n_ _-18..fl. 1.7

9.1
1.16 0 . n 1 7

3. *5 1.7 1 . 7

Tabio 1: Selected solution of Eqs (6) and (11) 
with the dltnenslonless parameters fl, 
F', and F" In Id* scale.
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APPSwDIX

Here we evaluate the coupling constants for n which

represents ? , w  , and *. mesons, by writing the unsubtracted 

dispersion relation

r “ cn

where t'= ( £  - ?} 2 with • 1’° obtain the imaginary

part, Im. $  ( t') we consider the quantity R defined as

7?s<r,T,eiH*x)i"'r"’£"> 

/ < A  J 4 Y K y <v > T ,elT{lJri*),it,(Y)}lo> (A2)

where is the field for the vcctor meson n. From eq(A2) we find

/*./? = <1*}* £ * 4(rr T - k ) < r { £ f  Vnfl l i x u r p y $  I <5>

2 I

where p is the 4-momentum of the intermediate states I, and we 

have defined  ̂ in wJllĉ  vn ia the vector

current-source. Considering the properties of the operators Vn 

and , gauge invariance, etc. we find that the only contri

buting states X, in eq(A3), are , 57f ,—  states, which are 

callcd "3K continuum". Hence for such states we write

Of, i , 1 1 v-4 i / , £ •> = 3JnV Ct,} ^  ^  

</./; i d ^ ’i o  - ^

where P^.cj, and *re moxentwn, deca.y anJ coupling; constants

of the state |i>, and , and tz = ( r ^ f f . By obtaining ImH

from the matrix element of the current J in eq(4a) of the text, 

and comparing it with eq(A3) in whies. eqs(A4J are used, *e find

In,.3nlt‘ i = (™i4 £ G z (tx = men ) S (»j- t ' )23( g - t + Z )  , ,*5 )

wh«re Gj is a function associated with the state I. Using eqs(A5) 

and (Al),we obtain

3  ( t )  = f i- f i  (t )Jil ] <1 [0) <A6)
dnV T  n «• *  n m* * % v v

where the coefficient

/ U i J =  1  <A7,

is a measure of the effect of the 3lf continuum to the coupling 

constant gnfff •

i’O


